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Our Motto
Not self, but service

Our Vision
Growing learners for life who strive for excellence

Effective Communicators who:

Not self, but service
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●
●
●
●

2020

Possess skills required to communicate fluently with speed and accuracy
Clearly express thoughts, feelings and ideas in such a way that promotes the best outcome
Consider the needs of the audience
Analyse information and apply thinking skills in order to select what is relevant and respond effectively and appropriately

Effective Thinkers who understand that:
●
●
●
●
●

Thinking underpins all learning; there is no learning without thinking
Thinking empowers and connects people with their world; their past, present and future
Effective thinking makes a purposeful difference to self, others and the environment
An effective thinker applies critical, creative and caring thinking. They are strategic and reflective in their learning, making purposeful and ethical
differences as they engage with their world
It’s important to have the ability inquire effectively

Effective Citizens who are motivated to:
●
●
●
●

participate to the best of their abilities
make a positive impact on themselves and their communities
develop constructive relationships with others
accept and respect the differences of others

Effective Self Managers who can:
●
●
●
●

Prepare and organise themselves for learning both physically and emotionally
Show an ability to take control of their own learning and behaviour in a positive way
Be inquisitive learners demonstrating self-motivation and the ability to encourage others in their learning
Lead, follow and act independently and understand when differing approaches are required

Not self, but service
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Our Values
Whakaute - Respect
Respect is a way of treating or thinking about something or someone and to
act in a way which shows that you are aware of someone's rights, wishes or
differences.

Atawhai - Kindness
Kindness is the way you care about the well being of yourself and others.

Manawanui - Resilience
Resilience is the ability to do your best, even with challenges in your way
or when things go wrong.

Not self, but service
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Te Reo Maori and Tikanga Māori
At Campbells Bay School we acknowledge New Zealand’s bicultural society by recognising our Māori community. Implicit in understanding the
bicultural nature of New Zealand is understanding that culture can be defined at a physical, emotional and spiritual level.
Campbells Bay School is committed to providing students with educational experiences designed specifically to assist in understanding the
principles upheld by the Treaty of Waitangi. The Board requires that teachers can demonstrate knowledge of the Treaty of Waitangi and Te
Reo Me Ona Tikanga and that this is evident in classroom programmes.
More specifically:
●
●
●

●
●

Tikanga Māori and Te Reo is integrated into curriculum areas in an appropriate manner by using greetings, waiata, Haka, noho, arts
and crafts, sports and other aspects of Tikanga Māori in school and community events such as concerts and official functions.
Teachers will actively plan programmes often through inquiry learning, that reflect Māori Tikanga within classrooms, supporting Maori
students to achieve success.
Teachers will consider and reflect in their programmes, their approach to Māori students, their classroom environment (including seating
arrangements) and their contact with Whanau, and make any changes or improvements necessary for a particular child’s success in
learning.
Students will be provided with opportunities to learn in and about Te Reo Māori and Tikanga Māori and will be provided with appropriate
cultural experiences.
Tolerance and understanding of different cultures and values will be practical and expected in the school environment, whilst embracing
the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.

Not self, but service
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The school further demonstrates this commitment by providing human resource for teachers to oversee “All things Māori”. These roles
includes:
●

Chairing the Māori Committee or participating in the Māori committee to develop the Māori cultural responsiveness of our kura

●

Coordinating communication with whanau, including engaging and developing reciprocal relationships with our local Māori
community to build strong collaboration. Utilise our Kahui Ako.

●

Managing budget to successfully promote, support and resource the integration of te reo and tikanga Māori into our kura and to ensure
that our Māori students enjoy and achieve educational success as Māori

●

Overseeing the promotion and integration of te reo and tikanga Māori throughout our kura

●

Organising powhiri for our kura at appropriate events

●

Providing support and instruction in waiata and kapa haka

●

Supporting other teachers through the development of easy-to-use units and resources to integrate te reo and tikanga Māori into
everyday classroom programmes

●

Supporting whanau and friends to ignite and sustain a commitment to and respect, passion and drive for the integration of te reo and
tikanga Māori into our kura, and for bringing the vision of Ka Hikitia to life in our kura

As part of reporting to the Board of Trustees on student achievement, the Principal will report specifically on Māori achievement. The
Principal oversees the development of school programmes towards improving Maori students’ learning outcomes. The school will continue
to robustly measure Māori student achievements in academia but also success in a variety of areas such as the arts, sport, leadership etc .

Not self, but service
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Cultural diversity
At Campbells Bay School, we live the following principles:
●

All people are valued as individuals and the diversity of the school is celebrated. Campbells Bay’s inclusive practices acknowledges the
richness and diversity that a community of learners of different cultures bring;

●

Teachers are aware of students’ different cultural identities and there are platforms for students to share and celebrate their
individuality; and all people at Campbells bay School will feel culturally safe, diversity is celebrated and the contribution this makes to
the community is valued.

●

Increase the opportunities to celebrate, share and learn about our diversity and cultural heritage.

●

Use our tikanga Māori learning to enhance outcomes for all. Learning about our learners first before all else.

●

Responsive and timely initiatives are actioned.

Not self, but service
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CBS Strategic Plan 2020-2022
Attract and retain high
quality staff

Strategically manage
school capacity and
resources

Ensure exceptional
student achievement

Provide rich learning
opportunities for students

Continue to advance
professional development
opportunities for all staff.
Employ and retain high calibre
staff. Lead with evidence based
teaching practices.

Lead the way in what is “best
practice” for creating an
exceptional learning
environment for students in a
large NZ
primary school.

Strengthen relationships with our
parent/caregiver community to
enhance student outcomes.

Understand, embrace and honour
the school community’s diversity.

Be innovative in our response to
the teacher supply crisis in NZ to
ensure we deliver the
school’s vision and
strategy.

Future proof the school’s
property requirements in a
well- managed and fiscally
responsible way.

Demonstrate continuous
improvement in teaching and
learning with an emphasis on
collaborative teaching methods
as best practice.

Discover and cultivate each
student’s passion or niche, and
strive to provide students with rich
experiences and opportunities.

Implement appropriate health,
safety and wellbeing initiatives,
measure staff wellbeing and
ensure actions are taken so that
staff feel valued and are highly
engaged.

Continuously monitor the
school roll and enforce our
enrolment scheme.

Deliver our CBS curriculum to
equip students to meet the
demands of their global future.

Resource the school to, wherever
possible, offer equitable
opportunities for all students to seek
out their passion and develop as
holistic individuals.

Have proactive succession
plans in place to enable
promotion and advancement of
staff. Mitigate key person risks.

Rigorously track each student’s
progress so that timely
interventions can occur to ensure
students achieve excellence.

Not self, but service
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Strategic Goal 1: Attract and retain high quality staff
Aims
Continue to advance
professional development
opportunities for all staff.
Employ and retain high
caliber staff. Lead with
evidence based teaching
practices.

2020 Key Area of Focus

Actions

Local Curriculum review and
best practice refinement.

-

Strategic recruitment.
Be innovative in our
response to the teacher
supply crisis in NZ to ensure
we deliver the school’s vision
and strategy.

Implement appropriate
health, safety and wellbeing Ongoing annual actions.
initiatives, measure staff
wellbeing and ensure actions
are taken so that staff feel
valued and are highly
engaged.

-

-

REVIEW

Utilise Kahui Ako workstreams to upskill our staff and school on
community goals.
Ensure assessment for learning practices continue to lead all PD
on teaching and learning practices.
Use Teacher Inquiry to priorities areas of development that will
directly enhance student outcomes for that year.
Continue to be strategic in recruitment and have a rigorous
recruitment and referee process.
Strong induction processes are in place for new staff, to ensure
they feel supported and are retained.
Identify and utilise networks to recruit staff.
Ensure PR opportunities are grasped for our school to attract
quality staff.
Protect teaching time and support staff well-being.

NZCER Teacher Workplace survey every year.
Develop and actions a support staff survey.
Staff wellbeing is prioritised, resourced and initiatives are led by
staff feedback and the staff themselves. Dr. Sarah Dunning (2020)
Staff are provided clear career development opportunities.
Safe 365 is used as a tool for improving H&S practice, including
staff culture of responsibility.

Not self, but service
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Have proactive succession
plans in place to enable
promotion and
advancement of staff.
Mitigate key person risks.

2020
Continue to build the depth
and breadth of our middle
leaders.

-

Ongoing professional development each week, including latest
leadership readings.
Collaborative opportunities are readily sought so leaders can learn
from each other.
Talent identification is discussed in SLT regularly and coaching
opportunities given.
A broad range of leading experiences is given, rather than narrow
pathways. (Committee lead roles for example).

Not self, but service
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Strategic Goal 2: Strategically manage school capacity and resources
Aims
Lead the way in what is
“best practice” for
creating an exceptional
learning environment for
students in a large NZ
primary school.

2020
Use John McGowan’s
sabbatical indicators as
a tool to measure our
context.
Keep networks for
learning open to ensure
leaders and teachers
have access to best
practice literature.

Future proof the school’s
property requirements in a
well- managed and fiscally
responsible way.

New Build starts
construction in October
2020.

Continuously monitor the
school roll and enforce our
enrolment scheme.

Ongoing processes in
place.

Actions
-

-

-

REVIEW

All PD is derived from best practice literature.
Decision making is informed by best practice literature.
Networks are utilised with the universities, Evaluation Associates,
professional learning groups, our Mid-Bays Kahui Ako and similar, in
order to have access to best practice literature and schools that have
it in action.
Leaders are responsible to ensure that any changes will directly
relate to improving student outcomes.
Viviane Robinson - STOP CHANGING and START IMPROVING...
Keep to budget.
Ensure the 5YA and 10YPP will enhance all areas in the school so
no learning area becomes more preferred that another.
All decisions are made in a sustainable way (design that will flow with
the changes in education).

Continue to report monthly on enrolments and student numbers.
Continue to employ a Private Investigator to ensure the enrolments
scheme is enforced.
Respond with appropriate and informed actions when needed.

Not self, but service
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Strategic Goal 3: Ensure exceptional student achievement
Aims

2020

Actions

Strengthen relationships
with our parent/caregiver
community to enhance
student outcomes.

Identify and plan for
increased opportunities to
have parents engage in
students learning and
primary experiences.

-

Community engagement leader
calendar events that invites parents/whanau in to connect with their
child’s learning.

Demonstrate continuous
improvement in teaching
and learning with an
emphasis on collaborative
teaching methods as best
practice.

Teacher inquiry
practices continue to be
collaborative and
prioritised within our
school and team
development.

-

Teachers are supported to work smarter not harder.
Teachers are given frameworks to plan and teach collaboratively and
effectively. Collaboration practices are evidence based and student
outcomes are enhanced because of them.

Deliver our CBS
curriculum to equip
students to meet the
demands of their global
future.

Review the CBS
curriculum using the
Local Curriculum
Toolbox and alongside
the support and
expertise of our Kahui
Ako.

-

Rigorously track each
student’s progress so that
timely interventions can
occur to ensure students
achieve excellence.

Continue to upskill
teachers and leaders in
the teacher inquiry cycle
and the subsequent
processes that ensure
“no child is left behind.”

-

REVIEW

-

-

Dedicate a staff member to attending local curriculum meetings with
Kahui Ako.
Intended outcome is to have an agreed set of progressions for
learners Level 1-5 across the community. Keep the integrity of our
school context and our knowledge of effective learning and
progressions.
Robust and rigorous teacher inquiries into target students.
Mapping and tracking are streamlined from y0-6.
Information transition is reviewed to ensure strategies and “what
works” is easily accessible to the new year group teachers.

Not self, but service
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Strategic Goal 4: Provide rich learning opportunities for students
Aims
Understand, embrace and
honour the school
community’s diversity.

2020
Identify and develop
ways to respond to our
changing community and
to ensure we
demonstrate excellent
inclusive practices.

Actions
-

Discover and cultivate
each student’s passion or
niche, and strive to
provide students with rich
experiences and
opportunities.

Identify and plan for rich
experiences throughout
the year aligned with a
relevant, purposeful and
impactful curriculum.

-

Resource the school to,
wherever possible, offer
equitable opportunities for
all students to seek out their
passion and develop as
holistic individuals.

SLT to find creative
ways to resource
increased participation
and variety to
experiences.

-

-

-

REVIEW

Calendar events each term that celebrate/share or build
understanding of our diversity.
Continue to ensure there are ample opportunities for parents to
access CBS in their own language.
Consult rather than make assumptions.
integrate diversity, inclusion and cultural awareness in our everyday
curriculum.
Make links and apply our best practices between our Maori bicultural
heritage and context in NZ to inform and support our bicultural school.
SLT to calendar priorities of experiences (such as
productions/matariki).
SLT to keep watch of additional opportunities (Edpro8) and to
respond and plan for the interests and passions of each cohort.

Creatively seek alternatives when HR is limited (such as release).
Upskill our teachers
Review those teachers in walking roles/specialist roles and how they
can become part of release programmes.
Encourage community partnerships - AKO - to enhance local
curriculum experiences.

Not self, but service
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Review of Priority Area for 2019
Teaching and Learning

Strategic Goal/s: Provide extraordinary opportunities for students.
Annual Goal:
Annual Target:
Discover and cultivate each student’s passion
● Review reporting to students and parents, find
or niche, and strive to provide students with
opportunities to celebrate progress in more
rich experiences and opportunities.
areas of the curriculum.
● Implement the theory learned for PB4L and
Rigorously track each student’s progress so
establish rigour with managing student
that timely interventions can occur to ensure
behaviour positively to enhance learning.
students achieve excellence.
● Continue to rigorously track each child’s
achievement and respond to its needs
accordingly with particular focus to our ESOL
learners.
● The year of refinement, momentum and
consolidation. Due to some staffing shortages,
many programmes were delayed in their
implementation as well as with eight new staff
starting last year, we had to take stock of what
was important. This year the focus is to use
what knowledge we have gained and action it
well. In summary, the teacher shortage
impacted on the ability to deliver some
programmes in 2018.

REVIEW:
End of year reports changed to include
student voice, pursuit of student
passions and more celebrations. Next
step reports changed to incorporate
more skill based key competency
information. Plus no anniversaries and
a six week report for NE.
Great momentum with PB4L - values
and expectations became part of the
culture of the school with good actions
for 2020. The committee also selected
a teacher leader for 2020 which is part
of best practice through the MOE.
(successions).
Etap has enhanced our tracking and
transitioning information for priority
learners. Y5/6 refined their tracking
also.

Not self, but service
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Increased achievement levels in writing
and in the junior school indicated that
the focus on ESOL and learner profiles
made a difference.
Staff NZCER survey indicated that
workloads were manageable and
initiatives were well planned out. We
adhered to our objective of ‘nothing
new’. Next year there will be some
focus on local curriculum and digital
technology.

Baseline Data: 2018 data is used as an indicator of targets.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Key Improvement Strategies
Add to the next step sheets another area of the curriculum (for example our inquiry matrices). DONE
Establish a PB4L committee, that upskill and support their team to implement PB4L. They will also review trends of behaviour and provide
strategic and timely responses to enhancing student behaviour through this PB4L model. DONE
Set academic achievement goals for reading, writing and mathematics each year and report on achievement. DONE
Continue to provide time, leadership and opportunities for teachers to engage rigorously in the Teaching as Inquiry model. DONE
Assessment for learning will be the key area of enhancing student outcomes. DONE
Teachers will participate in performance appraisal and set on-going professional goals. DONE
Teachers will undergo robust, responsive and personalised professional development according to their goals and performance review.
DONE
Continue to contextualise student inquiry into a Campbells Bay School model and continue to use this as a vehicle to engage students in
curriculum and to develop lifelong learners. ONGOING
Increase the platform for student voice through surveys, student council and other leadership and ambassador opportunities. Partly done,
need to also survey NZCER and research peer mediation.
Continue to keep staff and student well-being at the centre of actions to ensure ambitious and holistic goals can be achieved. ONGOING
ESOL team (staffed with two trained teachers and a language assistant) to continue to support teachers in classes, through personalised
programmes as well as cultural inclusion needs of our ESOL learners. Partly done but the second ESOL teacher was moved to be a
classroom teacher in Term 3 and the ELLA retired!

Not self, but service
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Junior school learning leader to support first year at school achievement. DONE well

What

When

Analyse data and set targets
for 2019.

Feb 2019 – report on 2018
performance against targets.

Progress Indicators
●

●

●

●

Review the reporting
information given to whanau.

Adjustments made by the first
next step meetings (Term 2).

●

Who

ACHIEVED?

Principal and
Achievement is in line or above
Associate Principals.
CBS expected curriculum
benchmarks.
CBS Benchmarks are reviewed in
terms of how they represent
student success and how they
support identification of students
in need.
Students are tracked and
monitored rigourously throughout
the year and interventions are put
in place when necessary.
Develop a reporting template to
share progress in other areas
with the BOT, staff, community
and students.

ACHIEVED

Reports are adjusted to reflect the Principal and
Associate Principals
rich curriculum students are
taught.
CBS community have regular
opportunities to engage with their

ACHIEVED

Not self, but service
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●

●

PB4L enhances student and
All of 2019.
staff culture providing a
foundation for building
positive learning relationships
and consistent approaches in
a large school setting.

●
●

Identify collective and
personalised pedagogical
goals for teachers.

●

Throughout the year and
analysed during appraisal
conversations twice yearly.

●

students development and
curriculum progress.
Anniversary data collection
abolished and students receive a
six week starting school report
and then have a report with
achieved curriculum levels the
same time as the school.
Change the reading level to be
achieved by end of one year to
Level 10. This will then
encompass more students and
show accurately in our data those
students who require more
support. We have always said the
Level 12 was unrealistic.
PB4L staff committee begins.
All procedures and learning of
PB4L theory is implemented day
one of 2019.
Review, reflection and data
collections begins to inform
changes and progress.

PB4L committee.

Associate Principals
Provide targeted professional
in alignment with
development based on Best
Evidence Synthesis and identified Learning Leaders
areas of need from the
performance appraisal.

ACHIEVED

ACHIEVED

Not self, but service
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Teachers receive timely and
responsive feedback
according to their goals and
teaching performance.

Throughout the year

ESOL department track and
monitor their learners closely.
Refining the feedback from
the ESOL MOE Audit.

Throughout the year.

●

●

●
●
●
●

In a large school setting,
Throughout the year.
effective leadership is critical.
We have a diverse leadership
team of very experienced
teachers who are new to
leadership and those who are
new to both teaching and
learning and then those who
are very experienced.
Supporting their
development, succession
planning and investing in their
leadership practice will
enhance their teachers and
ultimately student learning
outcomes.

●
●
●

Observations at least twice a year Principal and
Associate Principals.
from a leader including a full
feedback discussion session.
Appraisal discussions and
feedback follows on from goal
setting.
Interventions are regular and
purposeful.
Teachers are upskilled.
Timely support in class as well as
withdrawal programmes.
A focus on seeking opportunities
to celebrate diversity and
enhance inclusion.

ESOL department
and Associate
Principals.

Joan Baker to be our leadership
Principal and
Associate Principals.
mentor.
Regular meetings to support
consistency, clarity and cohesion.
Leadership appraisals carried out
by Associate Principals and
Deputy Principals to ensure
feedback and performance review
is regular and supportive.

ACHIEVED
NZCER
survey said
feedback on
practice had
improved
well.
ONGOING

ACHIEVED
AND
ONGOING

Not self, but service
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Raising student achievement
in alignment with the targets
and across all areas.

2020
Throughout the year

Teachers will be
consolidating, refining and
building momentum on the
professional learning they
had in 2018. (Due to the low
staff turnover and feedback
from the teacher survey, no
new PD for 2019).

Data is shared, discussed and
actioned during Learning Leader
meetings.

Associate Principals
and Learning
Leaders.

ACHIEVED

Teaching as inquiry is used as a
framework to improve pedagogy and
student achievement.

Not self, but service
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Priority Area for 2020
Student Outcomes

Strategic Goal/s: Ensure exceptional student achievement.
Annual Goal:
Strengthen relationships with our
parent/caregiver community to enhance
student outcomes.
Demonstrate continuous improvement in
teaching and learning with an emphasis on
collaborative teaching methods as best
practice.
Deliver our CBS curriculum to equip students
to meet the demands of their global future.
Rigorously track each student’s progress so
that timely interventions can occur to ensure
students achieve excellence.

Annual Target:
 Enable relationships for learning by enriching students’ learning opportunities, fostering
learning focussed relationships within our school, the wider community and iwi.
 Teachers continue to integrate Te Reo Maori and Tikanga into their daily practice to
embrace our cultural heritage.
 Use our available resources to support student outcomes to include people, expertise
and materials to enrich our local curriculum.
 2020 is the year of building clarity and direction. 2019 saw us refine, consolidate, and
build momentum with our understanding and practice of PB4L procedures. We will now
embed PB4L into our teaching practice, ensuring we support new staff to follow our
school direction.
 Continue to integrate digital technologies into our curriculum, so that students have the
ability to apply skills and strategies within a range contexts.

Baseline Data: 2019 data is used as an indicator of targets.
●

Key Improvement Strategies
Improve community engagement practice in response to Maori and Pasifika – Whanaungatanga – Relationships, kindships, sense of
family connection – building a relationship through shared experiences and working together as a community that provides our families
with a sense of belonging.

Not self, but service
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●

Roll out Te Reo Maori progressions and resources school wide.

●

Upskill and support new staff, and existing staff where appropriate, to enhance the principles of PB4L. Guide the PB4L Leader and
committee to lead PB4L within the school, embed good habits and model best practice. The PB4L committee will continue to review
trends of behaviour and provide strategic and timely responses to enhance student behaviour through our PB4L school wide
expectations.

●

Implement sensible screen use guidelines across the school.

●

Continue to integrate the digital curriculum across our programmes.

●

Continue assessment for learning strategies to enhance student outcomes.

●

Teachers will participate in performance appraisal and set on-going professional goals in line with the school strategic plan, and the
specific learning needs of the students within their class.

●

Continue to increase the platform for student voice through surveys, student council and other leadership opportunities.

●

Elevate the discussion and visibility of staff well-being through full staff professional development, to ensure holistic goals can be
achieved.

●

ESOL team to continue to support teachers in class through personalised programmes, and to increase cultural inclusion and cultural
context within classroom programmes.

●

Junior school learning leader to support first year at school achievement.

What

When

Analyse data and set targets
for 2020.

Feb 2020 – report on 2019
performance against targets.

Progress Indicators
●
Data is shared, discussed and actioned during
Learning Leaders meetings.
●
Teaching as Inquiry is used as a framework to
improve pedagogy and student achievement.
●
Assessment for learning strategies are evident
across all areas of the programme.
●
Achievement is in line or above CBS expected
curriculum benchmarks.

Who
Associate
Principals.

Not self, but service
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●
CBS Benchmarks are reviewed in terms of how
they represent student success and how they support
identification of students in need.
●
Students are tracked and monitored rigorously
throughout the year and interventions are put in place
when necessary.

PB4L enhances student and
All of 2020.
staff culture providing a
foundation for building
positive learning relationships
and consistent approaches in
a large school setting.

PB4L committee
●
PB4L data informs teacher professional
development.
●
The action plan developed by the committee is
actioned and completed.
●
Student behaviour continues to improve (NZCER
survey feedback).
●
Reward systems are reviewed and modified to
create a school wide reward system. Principal Awards are
reviewed.

Ka Hikitia informs our
response to Maori students,
but is also used to respond to
other cultures within our
community.

Throughout 2020

●
The Principles of Ka Hikitia are learned by all
teachers and used to ensure there is increased inclusion
throughout the school and wider community to ensure our
cultural context is strength based.

Associate
Principals,
Teacher in
charge of
Community
Engagement, and
Maori Committee

Implementation and
integration of digital
technology curriculum school
wide.

Throughout 2020

●

Associate
Principals,
Learning Leaders
and ICT Leader

Team wide collaborative planning to be inclusive of
digital technology curriculum and progression so of
learning and application.

Not self, but service
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Sensible screen use

ESOL department to track
and monitor their learners.

2020
Throughout 2020

Throughout 2020

Continue to identify collective Throughout 2020, and
and personalised pedagogical analysed during formal
appraisal conversations twice
goals for teachers.
yearly.

●

Teachers are monitoring and responding to the needs
of the programme in line with current research.

●

Termly digital use audit to ensure we keep within the
guidelines.

●

ESOL Leader to upskill and professionally develop
teacher identified as needing support within the
classroom.

●

ESOL Leader to model best practice.

●

A focus on celebrating diversity and inclusion.






Provide targeted professional development for
teachers based on their professional learning
needs, identified during appraisal discussions with
individual teachers.
Timely and responsive feedback provided to
teachers through observations and professional
discussions, followed up by goal setting.
Provide professional development where
appropriate when collective needs of the team
show that deeper understanding is required.
Leadership and Team meetings to build leadership
capacity, clarity and direction growing potential
within our team through feedback, performance
reviews and regular support.

Associate
Principals and
Learning Leaders

Associate
Principal and
ESOL Leader

Principal and
Associate
Principals
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Student Achievement 2019 NAG2A(b)
2019 END OF YEAR WHOLE SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT DATA - Comparison
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These graphs show that student achievement for writing and mathematics is a strength as 80%, and 86% of our students respectively, are
achieving at or above the expected curriculum levels. A clear trend these graphs show is that more students are achieving at expected
curriculum levels rather than above curriculum levels. The percentage of students achieving below expected curriculum levels for literacy
remains at similar levels to last year, whereas, there is a rise by 6% of students achieving below expected levels in mathematics. The analysis
of variance and the following yearly graphs can help to explain this in detail.
Important factors that could contribute to these results are:


Our Asian community of students makes up the largest group within the junior school. The implications of this is that there will be a
strong focus on oral language and literacy foundational skills. This will equip students with language skills to develop academically and
socially.
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The ESOL needs of students contribute towards the percentage of students achieving below expected achievement levels.
Students require proficiency in literacy to access mathematical problem solving and when broadening their knowledge of other areas of
mathematics such as measurement, statistics and geometry.
Changes to our student demographic continues to see the school spending time transitioning students to NZ schools, ensuring an
inclusive culture and managing new behaviour expectations.
Across the school moderation of student achievement data has been an ongoing area of professional development with greater rigour
being developed.
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YEAR 1 END OF YEAR ACHIEVEMENT DATA 2019
Benchmark 1P

Year 1 Writing

Year 1 Mathematics
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The data continues to show reading as our curriculum area to focus on. Our early learners are establishing their strong foundation for literacy
through these initial 12 months. Students represented in this data range from having had nine months of school to 19 months of
school. Campbells Bay School's revised benchmark of level 10 at the end of their first 12 months of school may have an impact on
data. However, we need more complete data from the coming years to accurately evaluate the impact this has had. Our early learners are
beginning school with a varied readiness for learning which can affect the speed at which they learn to read. The population of Asian students
is 54.5% of the cohort. Our emphasis is on developing students' oral language in order for them to access all areas of our New Zealand curriculum
i.e. limited reading skills can have a direct impact on writing and mathematics. The demands of meeting the expected benchmark for reading
are much more demanding than those of writing and mathematics after one year. Interestingly, when looking closely at our priority
students working below the expected benchmark (having had 12 months of school) boys represent the majority at 61.5% (16 students). Of these
16 students, 12 are enrolled as Asian ethnicity.
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YEAR 2 END OF YEAR ACHIEVEMENT DATA 2019
Benchmark 1A

Year 2 Mathematics
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These graphs provide us with confidence that our robust literacy programme in a student's first year of school supports their progress in their
second year in reading. Continuing to focus on reading priority students is essential to ensure these students are supported so they progress
throughout the year. We can see, (same as last year), that in a student’s second year of school, writing achievement data is an area of
improvement. 23% of students are working at levels 1B or 1P in writing. When looking in detail at this 23% (33 students), there is a gender
balance with an almost equal number of male and female students. When looking at the balance of ethnicities, there are 17 students (44.7%)
enrolled as Asian ethnicity and 12 students (36%) enrolled as NZ/European.
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YEAR 3 END OF YEAR ACHIEVEMENT DATA 2019
Benchmark 2B

Year 3 Writing

Year 3 Mathematics
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As we enter the middle school, the graphs show that on average, 75% of our students achieve at or above expected curriculum levels. Within
this year level, writing remains the next step for targeted student achievement. When interrogating the data further, it is interesting to note that
of the students achieving 2B and below for writing, the data comprises 14% Asian girls, and 20% NZ European boys; and three out of five NZ
Maori students from this cohort are included within this data. Ensuring that writing achievement is accessible to all our students will be an area
for on-going investigation. The intricacies of how this will be achieved is documented in the analysis of variance.
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YEAR 4 END OF YEAR ACHIEVEMENT DATA 2019
Benchmark 2P

Year 4 Writing

Year 4 Mathematics
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The graphs show that our year 4 students from 2019 are achieving well in reading and mathematics, with writing being an area for
development. Within the 32% of students who are achieving below expectations for writing, 60% are boys. Students who have achieved
curriculum level 1A and below, comprise one student designated high ORS and has an individual education plan; five students received ESOL
support, and the remaining four students being tracked as part of a targeted teaching programme. Of the students who achieved at 2B, 82.5%
received some form of extra support. An area to be cognizant of is that of students achieving just below expectations in mathematics. These
students will be tracked and their progress monitored.
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YEAR 5 END OF YEAR ACHIEVEMENT DATA 2019
Benchmark 2A reading/writing and 3B mathematics
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As we enter the senior school, the graphs show a similar pattern to the middle school with more of our students in Year 5 achieving at or above
expected curriculum levels. On closer inspection, writing remains the next step for targeted student achievement for 2020. It is interesting to
note that of the students achieving 2P and below for writing, the data comprises 66.7% boys. Of these boys, 45.8% are Asian and 50% are NZ
European. Two out of five NZ Maori students from this cohort are also working below for writing. We also notice of the students achieving
below 2A and below in mathematics, 57.1% are boys and 60% NZ European. Two out of five NZ Maori students from this cohort are also
working below. After analysing reading progress, 46.7% female are 2P or below. 85.7% represented in this data are Asian girls.
All students achieving below expectations in mathematics and reading were monitored and tracked through our Teaching as Inquiry process as
they were identified as requiring additional support.
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YEAR 6 END OF YEAR ACHIEVEMENT DATA 2019
Benchmark 3P
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When analysing the graphs from 2019, year 6 are achieving very well in reading and mathematics. Writing is an ongoing area for development
with 24% of students achieving below expectations, and within that percentage 64.9% are represented by boys. After closer investigation, 58%
are NZ European boys and 29.2% are Asian boys. Three out of five NZ Maori students from this cohort are also working below in writing.
Of the students who have achieved curriculum level 3B and below, nine students received ESOL support and the remaining twenty-eight
students were tracked as part of a targeted teaching programme. All students received some form of extra support throughout the year integrated within the classroom programme or as part of a small group targeting specific needs in writing.
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Commentary Reporting Summary NAG 2A(b)
School #:

1242
NAG2A (b)(i) Areas of Strength
Mathematics

✔ 86% of our students achieved the expected curriculum level or exceeded it.
✔ This is due, we believe, to strong, sustainable and targeted professional development with mathematics specialist Lucie Cheeseman.
✔ The focus of our professional development has been integrating number through creative, purposeful and relevant problem solving
activities, supported by good assessment for learning strategies.
✔ We will continue to guide teachers to integrate this practice across other curriculum areas.

NAG2A (b)(i) Areas for Improvement
Writing
o
o
o

o

o

Our target area for improvement this year will be writing.
There will be a particular focus on those students who achieve below the expected curriculum levels especially boys, our ESOL
learners, and students with specific learning needs.
There is a strong link between well-being and achievement. Student’s well-being is strongly influenced by a clear sense of identity
and access and exposure to their own language and culture. Students do better in writing when what and how they learn reflects and
positively reinforces where they come from.
We have observed that fluency in writing and fine motor skill challenges continue to be evident in the junior school regardless of
gender. Our Junior School Learning Leaders have noticed that boys, are entering school with less maturity and readiness for learning
than in previous years.
Writing as an area of improvement aligns well with our Kahui Ako shared purpose and values. These include enhancing well-being
and increasing community engagement to raise student achievement. We want to have healthy and happy young people that come
from families who feel connected with their school and wider community.
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An application to the RTLB for two teachers to participate in Te Whare Rama programme has been submitted. This programme has
been developed to engage reluctant writers, especially boys.
Our ESOL students continue to represent a large proportion of students below expectations.
Writing is a complex skill requiring a vast array of knowledge, process and practice compared to mathematics and reading. Skills
such as gross and fine motor skills; strong oral language; vocabulary; shape identification and pattern recognition.
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NAG2A (b)(ii) Basis for Identifying Areas for Improvement in Writing

o
o
o

o

The skills for reading and writing (literacy) are interconnected. Working on one area will enhance the other.
Even though each team will have an individual target, writing will continue to dominate school wide.
We have continued to invest time and resources to support writing interventions across the school: A teacher aide to support targeted
teach for the Juniors, Middle and Senior school, VCOP license, Word Q licenses to support individual students, Literacy Planet,
Reading Eggs and Eggspress, and Steps to Literacy.
New teachers to our school will be given support to upskill so momentum for interventions continues.
NAG2A (b)(iii) Planned Actions for Lifting Achievement in Writing
Some are ongoing from 2018

o

Teaching as inquiry to focus on writing led by Learning Leaders.

o

Teachers who will be trained in Te Whare Rama (a writing programme to engage reluctant writers) will share their learning and
strategies.

o

Teachers will use the resources available. (ELLPS, Ka Hikatia)

o

Teachers will have the opportunity to attend COL professional development master classes, with a focus on Maori cultural reciprocity
and student agency in terms of assessment for learning practices, which in turn will help contribute to raising writing achievement

o

Establishing safe learning environments for students (inclusive, relationships, belonging) as our ESOL students may be the most
vulnerable.

o

Build oral language capacity for students through play and discovery. Solid foundational oral language skills help to enrich student’s
vocabulary, which in turn builds capacity for writing.

o

Use teacher aides to support fast tracking writing workshops – Game of Awesome, Four Square Writing.
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o

Continued tracking and monitoring of priority learners (students working below expected curriculum levels).

o

Technology used to enhance writing outcomes (video, audio) for students with specific learning needs.

o

Continue to look at our assessments creatively for our ESOL and Senco students.

o

Refine and modify the identification of ESOL learning/special needs so we can target their needs in a timely manner.

o

Invest in interpreters to bridge the language gap of ESOL learners, teachers and parents.
NAG2A (b) (iv) Progress Statement

o

On average, more than 80% of our students achieve at or above the expected curriculum level in reading, writing and mathematics.

o

What we focus on tends to flourish. Where we have spent time targeting achievement – we have seen progress.

o

The data is influenced by our changing demographic landscape with just over a third of our students recognised as bilingual learners
with English being their second language. For 2019, Mandarin speaking children comprised 75% of our ESOL learners, Korean as a
first language comprised 10%, and all other first languages comprising of 15% of students.

o

Mathematics is a strength in our data and we believe this is due to sustained professional development with ‘Maths Matters’ for the past
four years, where professional development is aligned with best practice and can be transferred to other curriculum areas. Our ongoing
commitment to upskill new teaching staff ensures that best practice is modelled and momentum maintained.

o

We continue to respond to the challenges of the first year of school by having our most experienced practitioner available to teach
alongside new teachers, as they join our staff throughout the year; and to ensure curriculum rigour and teaching and learning support in
those first 12 months.
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Teaching as inquiry has continued to strengthen our tracking and support for students and teachers.
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Targets for 2020
Year 1 and 2
Reading – to
reduce the amount
of students below
the expected
curriculum level by
40%.

Specific Actions

Timeframe

Responsibility



Continue with classroom teacher’s analysing their
individual student data to track progress and identify
priority students. Ensure Teaching as Inquiry (TAI) is
embedded in our practice. Explicit tracking of progress
and teaching strategies and reflecting on their effects on
achievement will continue to be a priority.

All year

Learning Leaders



Priority students continue to receive the additional support
of a teacher aide. This will consist of target teaching in
small groups to fill foundation knowledge gaps across the
literacy curriculum.

All year

Learning Leaders



In term four, priority learners need to include those who are Term 4
close to meeting the expected curriculum level. Targeted
teaching for these students as a priority may boost their
progress and feeling of achievement and success.
Meeting expected level would enhance their self-belief.

Learning Leaders



Continue with consistent PB4L lessons for ‘what learning
looks like, sounds like and feels like.’ Continue to explicitly
teach the expectations and the CBS values. We cannot
assume the Junior students know or recall all aspects.
They need to be reminded of these and practiced.



Provide opportunities for teachers to continue to upskill in
teaching bilingual learners. Involve the ESOL teachers in
team meetings where possible. Grow the capacity of our

All year

Classroom teachers, PB4L
committee, and Learning
Leaders

All year

Learning Leaders and
ESOL Leader
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teachers to teach the needs of these students within their
classroom, supported by the ESOL teachers.


Begin to upskill the teachers in collaborative practice to
establish a shared understanding. Priority students need
more explicit teacher time and all students need
opportunities for tuakana teina (the relationship between
older and younger in relation to specific teaching and
learning). Upskilling teachers in collaborative practice will
provide opportunities to collaboratively target the needs of
our learners with the goal to raise student achievement.

All year

Associate Principal and
Learning Leaders



We will continue to have open lines of communication with
our parents and community in regards to learning. Strong
home – school links. Provide parents with information
about junior school initiatives like Building Blocks,
Discovery Room, Mahi Tahi, how to support literacy at
home and support for our ESOL community.

All year

Associate Principal
Learning Leaders

and



Create a Next Step Interview curriculum page for our prewriters and readers. Relevant information for parents to
support Building Blocks Foundations at home. A response
to feedback from teachers and parents about relevance of
information provided previously in these interviews.

Term 1

Associate Principal
Learning Leaders.

and
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Year 3 and 4
Writing – to reduce
the
amount
of
students below the
expected
curriculum level by
30%.

Specific Actions

Timeframe



As students in these middle years move from learning to All year
read to reading to learn, so they also move from learning
how to write – the mechanics and the content – to then
learning how to write to access and achieve in other
curriculum areas. This is a complex transition, which is very
much linked to reading progress and one which to embed
skills, takes time. Skills within reading and writing are
connected and the inquiries into the teaching and learning
of both will remain a major focus for the middle school team.



Investigation and professional development into how
learners of English as a second language learn, and All year
students who demonstrate specific learning needs, such as
dyslexia, will help equip teachers with strategies to best suit
individual learning needs.



Student data will be continue to be rigorously analysed and
All year
priority students identified. Guided by the Learning Leaders,
teachers will monitor priority students, conducting
summative and formative assessments designed to
accelerate learning. As a result, teaching programmes will
be modified.



Teachers will refine, consolidate and build momentum with
strategies that have been used by previous teachers and All year
use the professional learning they have undertaken
themselves.



Ongoing
collaborative
practice
and
professional All year
development, to further upskill teachers’ knowledge of the

Responsibility
Learning Leaders

Learning Leader and
ESOL Leader

Learning Leaders

Learning Leaders

Learning Leaders
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New Zealand writing curriculum, ensuring teaching and
assessment is consistent, responsive and effective.


Apply to be part of the Te Whare Rama writing programme
for 2020. Te Whare Rama is an evidence-based programme Term 1
that has proven to be powerful in motivating even the most
reluctant writers. Learners have the freedom to explore and
develop their writing skills through though oral language,
drawing and the sharing of ideas in a safe and supported
atmosphere.



We will continue to use and embed these initiatives: the Four
Square Programme and VCOP into our teaching practice. All year
Our aim to see VCOP being trialled in the senior school so
student learning is maintained and built upon.



Ensuring that there is continued collaboration with the ESOL
leader to upskill classroom teachers in the use of the English All year
Language Learning Progressions. We would like the ESOL
leader to model best practice lessons, plan alongside the
team and advise us of specific teaching strategies to support
these learners.



Specific and targeted professional development for teachers
who have students with specific learning needs such as All year
dyslexia and dysgraphia.



Continue to develop collaborative planning within the team.
Teachers work in rotating small groups to plan teaching and All year
learning on a continuum - phases - where students can
access learning at their level. This in turn upskills teachers
with curriculum content knowledge and ensure all students
needs are catered for.

Associate Principal

Learning Leaders

Learning Leaders and
ESOL Leader

Learning Leaders and
Senco

Learning Leaders
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Utilise our teacher aide to give maximum impact to students All year
and their progress. Learning Leaders to review programmes
termly. Learning Leaders will continue to maintain and refine
tracking of teacher aide impact.



Identifying outliers within our priority students for
All year
handwriting support. The handwriting programme
developed by our Learning Leaders targets those high
needs students within our priority students who need extra
help with their handwriting. The programme focuses on the
mechanics of handwriting, fine motor control, letter
formation, and writing speed.



Continue to embed Positive Behaviour for Learning All year
strategies into teaching and learning.

Learning Leaders

Learning Leaders

Learning Leaders and
PB4L committee
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Year 5 and 6
Writing – to reduce
the
amount
of
students below the
expected
curriculum level by
30%.

Specific Actions

Timeframe



The next step is to review the CBS benchmarks in terms of
how we represent student success - especially the
expected two sub level progress between year 5 and 6.



We should also increase the link between home and
school. Connecting within our community and developing a All year
shared understanding of how parents, whanau, iwi and
hapu can enhance the support of teaching and learning using a range of technology and face to face meetings.
Learn and use the Principles of Ka Hikatia to ensure our
programme increases cultural inclusion and context.



Identify areas to localise our curriculum and connect the
students to the global world - especially our Maori/Pasifika
and ESOL students.

Term 1

Responsibility
Associate Principal

Associate Principal

Term 1

Associate Principal

All year

Associate Principal and
Learning Leaders



Refine our teaching strategies by improving our targeted
questions, increase our ongoing feedback and self/ peer
assessment opportunities.



Refine our collaboration strategies and differentiated
All year
instruction: What they know, What they need to know, How
to achieve the next step.

Learning Leaders



Look for opportunities to integrate specialist teachers into
our programme to inspire passion and interest.

Learning Leaders



Refine how we use our teacher aides and ESOL support
within our space and not as a withdraw programme.

All year

Learning Leaders
All year
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●

Refine and consolidate our monitoring, tracking systems,
and ongoing formative assessment practices.
Action student voice and agency to inspire learning
through interests and passion using our specialist staff to
support pedagogy.

Learning Leaders
All year
Learning Leaders
All year

Ongoing investigation of current theories of how to build
links and connect home with school.

Learning Leaders
All year

●

●

Use our Kahui Ako leaders and community of learners to
make connections and align learning expectations.
Localise our curriculum and use every opportunity to
connect learning with artefacts and stories at home.

●

Build a shared understanding of our community and
embrace its diversity across our programme.

●

Refine our current practice through assessment for
learning strategies, use of learning spaces through coteaching, co-planning and collaboration to build clarity and
direction.

●

All year

Associate Principal and
Learning Leaders.

All year

Associate Principal and
Learning Leaders.

All year
All year

Refine our learning culture of reflective practice by
monitoring how co-construction is helping to build
partnerships, awareness of student progress.

Associate Principal and
Learning Leaders
Associate Principal and
Learning Leaders

Associate Principal
All year

●

●

Refine how we use specialist teaching staff and experts
within our community - to include our Kahui Ako leaders.
Continue to streamline our communication of student
progress within workshops, independent learning through

Learning Leaders
All year
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our tracking and goal setting system to inform our planning
and instruction.

All year

Learning Leaders
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